WHAT THE HECK IS A DINOMAL?

A DINOMAL is half dinosaur, half modern day animal, of course! In this fast paced card game, race your friends and family to make your very own DINOMAL first! This game was co-created by a dad and his two kids: Zavier (11), Lilia (9), and Bryan Gaffin (much older).

HOW TO PLAY

Collect an animal, it’s dinosaur match, a SMUSH card and the correct DINOMAL to win the game. There are 6 possible winning hands. You need the SMUSH card, and any of these 6 sets of cards:

1) Apatosauraffe: Apatosaur + Giraffe
2) Penguinosaurus Rex: Tyrannosaurus Rex + Penguin
3) Raptoricorn: Velociraptor + Unicorn
4) Stigersaurus: Stegosaurus + Tiger
5) Triharetops: Triceratops + Hare
6) Red Pankylosaurus: Red Panda + Ankylosaurus

When you have the 4 matching cards to build a DINOMAL, show them to the table during your turn to win the game.

WHY DINOMALS?

• Great new characters kids love
• Co-created by kids for kids
• Easy to learn and play
• Surprisingly robust game play and strategy that adapts to age level

Use “Slam” cards to sabotage your opponents.

Call “Dibs” to block other players.